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Abstract: This paper deals with enhancement of power satisfactory enhancement of dynamic balance and voltage control of a grid linked integrated offshore wind farm and marine present day farm beneath some non-two linear prerequisites with STATCOM. In this paper, squirrel cage induction generator two (SCIG) is linked in parallel with marine cutting-edge farm, offshore wind farm and power storage system is carried out to simulate the characteristics of proposed system. In the proposed machine PID damping controller is designed for the STATCOM to stabilize the system under disturbance conditions. The voltage fluctuations of the AC bus state of affairs to lively electricity versions of the studied desktop can be successfully managed thru the proposed manage scheme.

Index Terms: Wind energy, Squirrel cage induction generator, Marine current rotary engine, sliding mode control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both wind power and ocean strength are built-in along internal the U.K. Ocean strength may additionally want to encompass thermal energy, wave energy, offshore wind energy, periodic tournament energy, movement energy, etc. Generators pushed with the resource of marine-current rotary engine (MCT) mixed with offshore generators pushed by way of turbine (WT) can emerge as a certainly special theme for strength manufacturing inside the future. Since oceans cowl over seventieth surface of the planet, a hybrid electricity technology system containing each offshore power station (OWF) and marine-current farm (MCF) may be extensively developed at the precise areas of the planet inside the future. one amongst the effortless methods of running Associate in Nursing OWF is to connect the output terminals of many DFIGs along so hook up with an have an impact on grid through Associate in Nursing offshore transformer and subsurface cables. To run Associate in Nursing MCF could utilize numerous squirrel-confine acceptance generators (SCIGs) associated on to the office matrix through Associate in Nursing seaward transformer and subsurface links. each WTs Associate in Nursing the MCTs have horribly comparable operational qualities anyway a SCIG-based MCF needs receptive power for polarization while a DFIG-based OWF with 2 bi-directional power converters will the board its yield control issue to be going to solidarity. when the produced dynamic intensity of Associate in Nursing SCIG-based MCF is shifted gratitude to marine-current changes, the retained receptive power and furthermore the terminal voltage of the MCF might be extensively influenced. inside the occasion of quickening framework aggravations, e.g., network flaws, Associate in Nursing vitality stockpiling framework or an influence gadget for an extensive scale high-limit control age framework is for the most part expected to repay precarious parts once interfacing with an impact lattice. An extensive scale OWF could blend with entirely unexpected FACTS gadgets or vitality stockpiling frame works like a STATCOM, and so on.

The broke down penalties of safety enhancement of depth frameworks abuse STATCOMs and moreover the damping controller style of STATCOMs were offered. the arranging of Associate in Nursing yield criticism direct quadratic management system for a STATCOM and a variable cutting aspect pitch of a breeze vitality transformation framework to play out each voltage the executives and mechanical energy control below matrix association or islanding conditions. Framework exhibiting and controller style for snappy burden voltage direction and remedy of voltage gleam utilizing a STATCOM had been in contestible. a spic and span D-STATCOM the board rule empowering separate administration of positive-and negative-succession flows was once anticipated, and moreover the preferred was once bolstered the created scientific model inside the instructions for a D-STATCOM operational beneath unequal conditions [8-10]. Partner in Nursing inner and out examination of the dynamic execution of a STATCOM and a static synchronous association compensator (SSSC) abuse superior recreations was performed. The consequences of an investigation on the equipment of the as of late created STATCOM for the damping of torsional motions be once anticipated, and moreover the preferred was once bolstered the created scientific model inside the instructions for a STATCOM operational beneath unequal conditions [8-10].
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A STATCOM supported a current-source electrical converter (CSI) was projected, and also the nonlinear model of the CSI used to be modified to be a linear model through a completely special modeling technique. The integrated STATCOM/BESS was once brought for the improve of dynamic and transient steadiness and transmission capability. The performance of a range of FACTS/BESS combos was in contrast and provided experimental verification of the projected controls on a scaled STATCOM/BESS system. A dynamic voltage management theme supported a combine of SVC and STATCOM technology on a related gear mechanism with IGs during a strength station used to be mentioned. This paper is geared up as below. The configuration and also the utilized models for the studied built-in OWF and MCF with STATCOM ar brought 1st. Then, the planning manner and fashion consequences for the inflammatory disease damping controller of the projected STATCOM mistreatment pole-placement technique are portrayed. every steady-state operation factors under various wind speeds and marine-current speeds and also the comparative dynamic responses of the studied gadget with and whilst now not the designed inflammatory sickness damping controller below a noise wind-speed disturbance, a marine-current speed disturbance, and a three-phase short-circuit fault at the grid are delineate later. Finally, specific vital conclusions of this paper are drawn.

II. MODELING OF CASE STUDY

Fig. 1 demonstrates the design of the contemplated integrated DFIG-based OWF and SCIG based MCF with the proposed STATCOM. The 80-MW OWF is spoken to by a vast equivalent aggregated DFIG driven by a proportionate aggregated variable-speed WT through a comparable amassed gear box. The 40-MW MCF is spoken to by a substantial equal aggregated SCIG driven by an identical collected variable-speed MCT through an equal accumulated gearbox. The OWF, the MCF, the STATCOM and a neighborhood load are associated with an AC bus that is encouraged to the coastal power network through an offshore step-up transformer and undersea links. The utilized mathematical models of the concentrated framework are portrayed as underneath.

A. Wind Turbine

The mechanical power (in W) produced by a WT can be expressed by

\[ P_{\text{mech}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho W A_{\text{bl}} V_{\text{W}}^3 C_{\text{p}}(\lambda_{\text{W}}, \beta_{\text{W}}) \]  

(1)

Where \( \rho \) is the air density in kg/m is the blade impact area in is the wind velocity in m/s, and is the power coefficient of the WT. The wind pace is modeled as the algebraic sum of a base wind speed, a gust wind speed, a ramp wind speed, and a noise wind speed. The awesome equations for these 4 wind velocity factors can be referred to even as the electrical energy coefficient of the WT.

The cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds of the studied WTare 4, 15, and 24 m/s, respectively. When is decrease than the rated wind speed of the WT. Then, the pitch-angle manipulate device of the WT shown in Fig. 2 prompts and the pitch standpoint of the WT increases. Fig. three suggests the features of the captured per-unit mechanical power versus the per-unit generator rotor tempo of one of

\[ P_{\text{w},\text{ref}} = K_{\text{p}} + \frac{K_{\text{i}}}{s} + \frac{1}{s T_{\text{h}}} \]

Fig. 1. Configuration of the integrated OWF and MCF with STATCOM.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the pitch-angle control system of the studied WT.
B. Mass-Spring-Damper System and Induction Generator

Fig. 4 suggests the two-inertia reduced-order equivalent mass-spring-damper model of the WT coupled to the rotor shaft of the studied wind DFIG.

The studied wind DFIG. The have an impact on of the equivalent gear box between the WT and the DFIG has been included in this model. The per-unit - and -axis voltage-current equations of an induction generator can be referred and they can be used for the electrical components of the wind DFIG and the marine current SCIG.

C. Power Converters of DFIG

Fig. 5 demonstrates the one-line outline of the reflected breeze DFIG. The stator windings of the breeze DFIG are particularly connected to the low-voltage side of the 0.69/23-kV assignment up transformer while the rotor windings of the DFIG are related with the same 0.69-kV aspect through a rotor-side converter (RSC), a DC interface, a grid-side converter (GSC), a stage up transformer, and a connection line. For normal ventru of a breeze DFIG, the records AC-side voltages of the RSC and the GSC can be efficiently managed to achieve the factors of synchronous yield dynamic power and receptive power control. Fig. 6 demonstrates the manipulate square format of the RSC of the examined DFIG. As regarded in Fig. 6, the operation of the RSC requires and to pursue the fluctuating reference points that are dictated by way of the usage of preserving up the yield active power and the stator-twisting voltage at the placing esteems, respectively. The required voltage for the RSC is derived by controlling the per-unit - and - pivot flows of the RSC. The manage rectangular chart of the GSC of the studied wind DFIG is seemed in Fig. 7. The per-unit - and -hub currents of the GSC and, prefer to follow the reference points that are dictated by means of the use of retaining up the DC join voltage eat the putting outstanding and holding the yield of the GSC at unity control factor, individually. The required per-unit voltage of the GSC is inferred through controlling the per-unit – and - pivot flows of the GSC.

D. Marine-Current Speed and Marine-Current Turbine

The MCT is assumed to be driven by tide velocities, and the current pace is decided by means of spring and neap tides. The marine-current speed sare given at hourly intervals starting at 6 h before immoderate waters and ending 6 h after. It is handy to derive an easy and good mannequin for marine-current speed under the understanding tide coefficients as follows:

\[ V_{MR} = V_{nt} + \frac{(C_{mr} - 45)(V_{st} - V_{nt})}{95 - 45} \]

Where \( C_{mr} \) is the marine coefficient, 95 and forty-five are the spring and neap tide medium coefficients, respectively, and are the spring and neap, marine-current speeds, respectively. The employed marine-current, mannequin is between France to England area.
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The mechanical electricity generated by the studied MCT can be expressed by way of

\[
P_{\text{MCT}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{\text{water}} \cdot A_{\text{mr}} \cdot V_{\text{MR}}^3 \cdot C_{\text{pmr}}(\lambda_{\text{mr}}, \beta_{\text{mr}})
\tag{3}
\]

Where \( \rho_{\text{water}} \) is the seawater density in kg/m\(^3\) (\( \rho_{\text{water}} = 1025 \) kg/m\(^3\)), \( A_{\text{mr}} \) is the blade area, \( V_{\text{MR}} \) is the marine velocity in m/s as depicted in (2), and \( C_{\text{pmr}} \) is the power coefficient of the MCT.

The cut-in, rated, and cut-out speeds of the studied MCT are 1, 2.5, and 4 m/s, respectively. When \( \lambda \) is greater than the rated speed, the pitch-angle management device of the MCT activates to limit the output power of the MCT at the rated value. Since the employed turbine model, pitch-angle manipulation system, and mass-spring-damper model of the studied MCF are similar to the ones that are employed in the OWF, some mathematical models employed in the OWF can be barely modified to be used in the MCF barring the parameters.

The per-unit and axis output voltages of the studied STATCOM can be expressed by, respectively,

\[
v_{q\text{sta}} = V_{\text{dcsta}} \cdot k_m \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\tag{4}
\]

\[
v_{d\text{sta}} = V_{\text{dcsta}} \cdot k_m \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\tag{5}
\]

Where \( v_q \) and \( v_d \) are the per-unit q- and p-axis voltages at the output terminals of the STATCOM, respectively, \( \theta_{\text{bus}} \) is the phase perspective of the AC-bus voltage, \( V_{\text{dcsta}} \) is the per-unit DC voltage of the DC capacitor \( C_m \), and \( k_m \) and \( \alpha \) are the modulation index and segment attitude of the STATCOM, respectively. The per-unit DC voltage-current equation of the DC equivalent Capacitance \( C_m \) can be written as

\[
(C_m)_{\text{p}}(V_{\text{dcsta}}) = \omega_{\text{bus}}[I_{\text{dcsta}} - (V_{\text{dcsta}}/R_m)]
\tag{6}
\]

Where

\[
I_{\text{dcsta}} = i_{\text{qsta}} \cdot k_m \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\]

\[
+ k_{\text{dista}} \cdot k_m \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\tag{7}
\]

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

E. STATCOM

The one-line graph of the studied STATCOM used to be shown in Fig. 1. The per-unit and axis output voltages of STATCOM can be expressed by, respectively,

\[
v_{q\text{sta}} = V_{\text{dcsta}} \cdot k_m \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\tag{4}
\]

\[
v_{d\text{sta}} = V_{\text{dcsta}} \cdot k_m \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\tag{5}
\]

Where \( v_q \) and \( v_d \) are the per-unit q- and p-axis voltages at the output terminals of the STATCOM, respectively, \( \theta_{\text{bus}} \) is the phase perspective of the AC-bus voltage, \( V_{\text{dcsta}} \) is the per-unit DC voltage of the DC capacitor \( C_m \), and \( k_m \) and \( \alpha \) are the modulation index and segment attitude of the STATCOM, respectively. The per-unit DC voltage-current equation of the DC equivalent Capacitance \( C_m \) can be written as

\[
(C_m)_{\text{p}}(V_{\text{dcsta}}) = \omega_{\text{bus}}[I_{\text{dcsta}} - (V_{\text{dcsta}}/R_m)]
\tag{6}
\]

Where

\[
I_{\text{dcsta}} = i_{\text{qsta}} \cdot k_m \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\]

\[
+ k_{\text{dista}} \cdot k_m \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{bus}} + \alpha)
\tag{7}
\]
under a range of working conditions. It can be completed up from the reproduction effects that the proposed STATCOM joined with the deliberate PID damping controller is capable of improving the execution of the examined integrated OWF and MCF under various working prerequisites.
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